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Breathing new life 
into old equipment 
in South Sudan 18Celebrating the 

reopening of an 
airstrip in PNG



not have to spend some of the money 
we hold in reserve for repairs. We 
believe God orchestrated this amazing 
opportunity, and it has come together 
into something beyond what any of 
us had hoped for. As we prayed and 
trusted through multiple roadblocks, 
including a bird strike which caused 
some damage, we came to trust that 
this was the aircraft for us, and the 
enemy couldn’t scare us off. 
 With this new aircraft, MAF will 
have a continued history of using a 
Caravan as a ministry tool in Angola. 
The partners we fly, and our mission 
of carrying these large teams and 
heavy loads of equipment, cannot be 
accomplished by a smaller aircraft. We 
are able to maximize our impact and 
our mission, all while operating safely 
because of the new advanced avionics 
and navigation system. 
 WOH provided faithful service in 
Angola for over 30 years, and is leaving 
a legacy of Hope. Imagine the legacy 
that this new aircraft is going to have. 
Its work will continue to make an 
impact for generations to come. It’s 
humbling to me, that the decisions and 
gifts that we make today will still be 
working for the Kingdom decades from 
now. 
 Thank you to all of those whose 
generosity has helped to continue this 
legacy, and please consider helping us 
keep our Wings of Hope in the skies of 
Angola.

In Him,

Brad Bell
CEO, MAF Canada

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Christian organization whose mission is to fly light aircraft and use other technologies in isolated 
parts of the world to bring help and hope to people in need. Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the Good News of Jesus Christ in places 
of deepest human need – where flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline. Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights a day. Mission Aviation 
Fellowship of Canada is a Canadian registered charity (Registration # 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to issue receipts for income tax 
purposes. Financial statements are available on request. Every gift helps! Please mail your gift, visit us at mafc.org, or call us toll-free at 
1.877.351.9344. Each gift allocated toward an MAF approved program will be used as allocated with the understanding that when any given 
need has been met, additional allocated gifts will be used where most needed.

Flying for Life is published by Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada and printed in Canada. Editor/Layout Mark Field. 
Country statistics cited are taken from the World Factbook and World Health Organization. Share your comments flyingforlife@mafc.org. 
Cover Children observe the MAF Caravan in Angola from a safe distance. Photo Marijn Goud
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Touching down 
in Angola

Mailing Address 102-195 Hanlon Creek Blvd., Guelph, ON  N1C 0A1
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344  E-mail info@mafc.org  Website mafc.org

Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is a charter 
member of the Canadian Council of Christian Charities. 

Leave a legacy of hope!

Generosity changes everything

Whether you’re sending a simple gift, or a more complex gift such as stocks, bonds, 
mutual funds, gifts of insurance, gifts in a will, or setting up a family foundation, 
Abundance Canada can assist you and advise on the right gifting solution. We can 
also facilitate anonymous donations.

Personal consultations are free, confidential and with no obligation. Connect with 
Abundance Canada today! 

Learn more at abundance.ca/mafcanada or call 1.800.772.3257 

Abundance Canada is a faith-based, public foundation assisting Canadians with their charitable giving for 
more than 40 years. Charitable Registration No. 12925-3308-RR0001

We knew Wings of Hope (WOH) was 
reaching the end of its life on the 

field, after 30 years of faithful service in 
Angola. As we began planning for its 
replacement, and just after we began 
our Capital Campaign to fund the new 
aircraft, God opened doors. A new 
Caravan, equipped with everything that 
was needed to operate in Africa, was 
available at an incredible price. Our 
senior leadership team began to pray- 
maybe, just maybe, this was meant to 
be our airplane.
 The Caravan we were interested 
in had been purchased new for a 
mining operation in South America, 
but COVID-19 prevented them from 
taking possession of it, and they were 
motivated to sell it at a discounted 
price. God’s providence and provision 
enabled us to buy a perfectly equipped 
aircraft, while helping the previous 
owner sell a plane that was no longer 
of use to them – and all at a time when 
sales for this type of aircraft were hard 
to come by! It could only have been 
divine intervention.
 We were not looking to purchase 
something before our funds were 
raised, and we were definitely not 
looking for a brand-new aircraft. We 
realized that purchasing earlier allowed  
us to sell our old Caravan earlier, and 
this would maximize the sale price we 
received. It also meant that we would 

Having just arrived in Angola this summer, 
Andrew and Jaelynn Stutzman share 
about their first impressions of life and 
ministry on the field, and the excitement 
surrounding the anticipated arrival of a 
new and updated Caravan for the program.
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Andrew & Jaelynn Stutzman
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This September, MAF Canada had the 
privilege of welcoming two new families 
into service with MAF.

From left to right are Brandon & Nellicia Van 
Saane (with daughter, Nova), and Matt & 
Echo Marples (with daughter, Molly). 

Learn more about these couples by visiting 
their profile pages on our website at: 
www.mafc.org/missionaries/vansaane
(Brandon & Nellicia), and
www.mafc.org/missionaries/memarples
(Matt & Echo)

welcome
aboardWe’re stepping out in 

faith, and watching God 
open doors as we look to 
continue a legacy of hope 
in Angola…



Multiplying effectiveness

If it wasn’t for MAF, I wouldn’t have gotten here. 
MAF has become critical in multiplying what little 
resources we have. MAF is one of the few who 
didn’t run away from here.

1,246,700 Angola
9,984,670 Canada

33.6 Angola
37.9 Canada

36.6% Angola 
99% Canada

2 Angola 
23 Canada

51.8% Angola 
.02% Canada 

241 Angola 
10 Canada

60.6 Angola 
4.4 Canada 

Area
(in sq kms)

Population
 (in millions)

Access to improved
water sources (rural)

Doctors
/10,000 people

Poverty rate
Those living on less than $2/day

Maternal mortality rate 
(deaths/100,000 live births)

Infant mortality rate 
(deaths/1,000 live births)

In Angola,

of the population
lives in poverty.

52%
In Angola,

children will die
before their 5th birthday, 

1 in 6

Angola by the numbers

Stats World Factbook & Worldbank.org
photo Dr. Steve Kubacki

Angola is a nation of contrasts. 

In the capital city Luanda, office 
workers dressed in business attire 
meet and work in modern glass 
and steel high-rises that dot the 
skyline, while just a short flight inland, 

traditional thatch and mud huts 
litter the rural landscape as families 

subsist on whatever they can grow 
from modest community plots.

It’s for those living in these 
isolated rural communities that 
MAF has operated a Caravan 
in Angola for over 31 years and 
more than 16,000 flight hours.

Whether we’re delivering seeds to 
replant fields in the wake of drought or 
floods, rushing emergency food in times 

of famine, providing medical assistance 
in response to emergencies, or 

delivering hope in the form 
of Christian witness that 

emphasizes fellowship, and 
justice, MAF provides a 
vital link to thousands of 
communities and families 
living in rural Angola.
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Dr. Stephen Foster
Medical Director,
CEML Hospital | Angola

After gaining independence from 
Portugal in 1975, Angola erupted 

into a civil war that lasted for 27 
years and forced the displacement 
of an estimated four million people. 
Although a peace-treaty was signed in 
2002, the years of fighting claimed an 
estimated 1.5 million lives, decimated 
rural infrastructure, and left upwards 
of 10 million land-mines scattered 
along waterways and across roads, and 
farmland.
 While oil production accounts 
for about half of Angola’s GDP, 
unemployment is widespread. Roughly 
half the population lives below the 
poverty line, and subsistence farming 
is the primary source of income within 
rural communities.
 Angola’s interior provinces are prone 
to drought and floods. On average, 
almost 1.9 million people are estimated 
to be directly affected by drought in 
Angola per year.1  Alternatively, floods 
represent one of the most prominent 

1 2019 UNDRR Angola Disaster Risk Profile
2 World Factbook

issues in Angola, affecting on average 
more than 25,000 people every year.1

 Access to healthcare is practically 
non-existent outside of urban areas. 
Fewer than half of women deliver 
their babies with the assistance of 
trained health care personnel, which 
contributes to Angola’s high maternal 
mortality rate.2

 For over 31 years MAF has worked 
to multiply the effectiveness of NGO’s 
and health care workers in country. 
MAF flights allow our partners to better 
use the time and resources entrusted 
to them for the purposes in which they 
were intended, instead of spending 
them on expensive, dangerous, and 
time-consuming overland travel.
 
After 31 years, we’re just getting started, 
and with your Wings of Hope gift today, 
you can help keep us flying for life in 
Angola for years to come. 

Thank you for your support.

The need in Angola

MAF provides Traditional Support Flying for the 
national church, mission organizations, individuals, 
and NGO’s. 
 MAFs Flying Doctor Service provides doctors, nurse 
practitioners and other healthcare workers with 
greater access to even more remote communities, 
enabling them to run regular medical safaris that 
save lives. Over four million Angolans are currently 
without healthcare of any kind. MAF helps to bridge 
that gap by providing emergency medevac services, 
and delivering sensitive equipment and supplies to 
rural hospitals, and delivers treated mosquito nets 
to families to help stem the spread and incidence of 
life-threatening malaria.
 MAFs Seminary by Air operates through a 
partnership with the Instituto Superior Tealogica 
Evangelica do Lubango (ISTEL) to bring theological 
training to the rural areas of Angola. MAF also works 
to fulfill Jesus’ Great Commission by maximizing the 
effectiveness of missionaries, indigenous pastors, 

By multiplying the effectiveness of our partners, MAF flights address basic human needs relating 
to poverty and hunger, access to safe drinking water, health care, and spiritual growth.

and partner mission organizations in their efforts to 
extend God’s Kingdom throughout Angola, by acting 
as a catalyst that expands the opportunities for wider 
ministry. 
 Our work to support our partners in Peace 
Building and development is helping to enable 
former enemies to come together to work towards 
peaceful co-existence. Facilitating the improvement 
and development of local communities is helping 
Angola to become a more developed and stable 
nation.
 MAF helps to combat Poverty and Hunger in 
Angola by supporting food production projects 
through partner agencies who are working with 
communities to encourage trade and develop 
markets that generate income and improve 
standards of living. MAF regularly transports 
emergency food rations to communities during 
seasons of drought and famine.

Serving In Mission

THE
HALO

TRUST

Here are just a few of the organizations we’ve partnered with in Angola:
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The Cessna Grand Caravan was 
specifically designed for rough 

fields and terrain. Because it’s a single 
engine aircraft, it has significantly 
lower operating costs than a twin 
engine aircraft of similar size, yet 
can still carry an equivalent payload. 
And due to its rugged design, the 
Caravan can safely land on short, 
rough, unimproved airstrips, making it 
perfectly suited for operations in rural 
Angola. Cessna is an established aircraft 
manufacturer, with tens of thousands 
of aircraft currently in operation, and a 
vast world-wide network of parts and 
technical support. 
 With its large cargo door and 
external cargo pod, the Caravan 
is ideally suited for carrying 

Large variable 
pitch propeller 
maximizes 
performance 

Cargo pod 
increases the 
amount of 
freight that can 
be carried

Large double doors allow 
for easy access and loading 
of larger cargo

Fuel efficient Pratt & Whitney PT6A-140 engine produces 
867 shp (647 kw) and a maximum range of 1550 kms

Why Choose a Caravan for 
MAF’s Program in Angola?

(ALL STATS REFLECT EX/B MODEL)

Glass cockpit and 
modern navigation 
suite provides 
increased situational 
awareness

Angola related Caravan stories Other recent MAF Caravan related stories

Sharing 
the Good 
News

Providing 
medevac 
flights

A royal 
legacy: 
demining 
in Angola

Demining 
efforts in 
Angola

Sharing 
God’s love 
in the DR 
Congo

Crutches 
made to 
serve in 
Chad

Delivering 
Covid 
vaccines in 
Madagascar

Reaching 
Isolated 
areas in 
Kenya

Providing 
evacuation 
flights in 
Mozambique

Delivering 
precious 
cargo in 
Indonesia

The right tool for the job. 
Visit mafc.org/aircraft/c208 to learn how MAF 
is using our fleet of Caravans around the world. 

What our overseas 
staff say about the 
Cessna Caravan

From a maintenance perspective, Caravans have a 
long, proven history of reliability. They are popular 
around the world, so there is a deep knowledge base 
of expertise and are a simple aircraft for their size, 
which makes finding and troubleshooting problems 
straight forward. Most maintenance issues have 
documented solutions that we can draw from; this is 
an advantage when considering turnaround time. 
 Caravans are also a simple aircraft for their size 
which makes finding and troubleshooting problems 
very straight forward, another big advantage from a 
maintenance point of view.
Having multiple Caravans allows for simpler parts 
ordering and storage, inspections are easier to 
schedule, and the mechanics become much more 
knowledgeable on one aircraft, instead of dividing their 
time on different types. In this case, a master of one is 
better than a jack of all. 
 The MAF fleet has several Caravans so if two planes 
have different broken parts, we can lend a good part 
from one to the other, so one can fly while the other 
waits for parts. 

- Nathan Montgomery, 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer

DR Congo

The Cessna Caravan is an incredible airplane. Its 
powerful turbine engine is reliable and always up for 
the job at hand. The avionics suite and situational 
awareness tools onboard (traffic display, terrain 
warning, weather radar, moving maps) give me an 
incredible tool to safely fly in the mountains of PNG.

- Tim Neufeld, 
MAF Pilot

Papua New Guinea

ONLINE

We often carry cargo of odd sizes in a big pod under 
the Caravan. Most recently, we were able to carry 
20 pairs of crutches stacked together, just like Lego 
bricks. 

- Phil Henderson, 
MAF Pilot

Chad 

The Caravan is a work horse- its use across Africa, in 
mostly unimproved runways, is proof of this. It was 
designed to be rough, reliable, and strong. There aren’t 
a lot of things that are buried in hard-to-reach areas, 
and the engine cowls can all come off, exposing the 
whole engine in about 15 minutes. It has seats that can 
quickly be removed and re-configured, making it easy 
to go from a full load of passengers to freight.
 Another advantage is that since it has been in 
production for so long, there are many modifications 
that have been developed, and can be added to it to 
make it even better for its role; larger engines, floats, 
bigger tires, and mud flaps. 
 Even though it’s larger than our Cessna 182s, it 
can get into shorter runways, due to having reverse 
pitch on the propeller which the pilot can select during 
landing; essentially blowing air forward instead of back 
so it acts like a giant brake.  

- Rob Barber, 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer

MAF Madagascar
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everything from construction 
materials for remote schools 
and hospitals, to supplies for 
missionaries and remote field bases, 
and even livestock. Removable seats 
enable us to easily load and secure 
medevac patients on stretchers.
 Having a standardized aircraft fleet 
allows for consistent pilot training 
across MAF operations, and makes 
pilot transfers between programs 
much easier. It also means parts and 
service become easier to manage and 
source across a variety of locations, 
while aircraft maintenance engineers 
are able to easily assist in providing 
service to program areas without 
dedicated maintenance staff on site.  

Seats can be rearranged 
or removed entirely, 
providing various  
passenger/cargo  
configurations with 
seating for up to 14

Rugged airframe and 
upgraded suspension 
are perfect for 
unimproved airstrips

Seat 
Configuration
10-14

Useful Load
1400 kgs

Max Cruise 
Speed
315 km/h

Takeoff 
Ground Roll
480 m

Max Range
1550 kms

PHOTO Marijn Goud

PHOTO Marijn Goud
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1989
S/N 018 is relocated 
to Angola where
MAF Canada begins 
a new operation 
at the height of 
Angola’s civil war.

For added safety, 
S/N 018 is painted in 
ambulance livery.

1973
MAF Canada 
officially opens.

1992
MAF opens a base in 
Luanda, and begins 
working with the 
World Food Program.

1997
Just months before 
her death, Princess 
Diana visits Angola 
in support of MAF 
partner HALO Trust to 
bring awareness of the 
scourge of landmines.

2002
Angola’s 27 year 
civil war ends.

1985
MAF Angola’s Cessna 
Caravan (Serial No. 18)
is manufactured in 
Witchita, Kansas.

2009
MAF assists in flood 
relief efforts in 
southern Angola and 
northern Namibia.

2003
MAF conducts a 
global survey called 
Operation Access, 
which provides 
valuable insights for 
NGOs working among 
the people in Angola.

Tomorrow
We can’t wait to see 
what our new aircraft 
will help make possible.

2017
MAF is recognized 
for their partnership 
with HALO Trust in 
helping eradicate 
landmines in Angola.

The 1990’s
The increased access 
to rural Angola 
provided by MAF sees
S/N 018 log upwards 
of 100 flight hours 
a month in support 
of NGO and ministry 
operations throughout 
the 90s.

From 1985 to 1989, 
S/N 018 sees roughly 
2,000 flight hours 
among MAF programs 
in Mali and Ethiopia.

2006
CEML, a mission 
hospital opens, and 
MAF begins a flying 
doctor service; 
providing valuable 
transportation for 
doctors and patients.

2020
MAF delivers emergency 
food in response to 
widespread droughts.

For over 30 years, MAF has provided access within Angola. 
It started with a single Caravan and a vision to see lives 
changed; not unlike the MAF story itself.

our history in Angola

2019
MAF celebrates 30 years 
of service in Angola.

Since 1985, the Angola Caravan (dubbed “WINGS OF HOPE”) has had three registration 
numbers. Originally US-registered as N9346F in 1985, it was changed to the Canadian registry 
C-GWOH in the early 1990’s, and once again in 2016 to D2-WOH (Angolan registry).

Your Wings of Hope capital campaign gift today can help fund her 
replacement, and keep us Flying for Life in Angola for the next 30 years!

The more things change...

S/N 018 painted 
in ambulance 
livery during the 
Angolan civil war

S/N 018 sporting 
modern MAF livery

Angola Capital
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Avionics 
upgraded

Corrosion check, wings and landing 
gear removed & re-installed

Aileron cables 
replaced

Engine replaced, 
seats upholstered, 
avionics upgraded, 
and aircraft painted 
with global MAF 
standardized livery

Overhauled 
engine installed

Large oil cooler 
installed

LH windshield 
replaced

Aircraft repainted

Engine disassembly 
and inspection

Exhaust deflection kit installed, 
& interior re-upholstered

Overhauled 
engine installed

RH windshield 
replaced

New prop installed, cracked 
RH cowling replaced

Exhaust system 
replaced

Seats 
replaced

First recorded 
airframe log entry

Overhauled 
engine installed

1993
5788.8 hrs

1992
4499.1 hrs

1989
1960.7 hrs

1985
3.4 hrs   

1996
7496.9 hrs

1999
10550.9 hrs

2000
11045.7 hrs

2003
13292.8 hrs

2004
13686.6 hrs

2005
14309.1 hrs

2008
15462.8 hrs

2013
16770.4 hrs

2014
16866.6 hrs

2017
17085.3 hrs

2020
18041.8 hrs

7464.5 hrs

1995
7059.7 hrs

We take seriously the gifts entrusted to us.

That’s why we’re serious about maximizing the 
impact of the planes that donors like you have 
helped to provide.

Thanks to a rigorous and meticulous adherence 
to an industry-leading maintenance schedule, 
MAF has been able to squeeze every bit of life 
out of our current Angola Caravan. 

In fact, our existing Cessna Caravan in Angola 
(S/N 018) is one of the oldest operational 
Caravans of more than 2,600 built to-date.

making every
donation count

Your 2021 Wings of 
Hope campaign gift 
can help provide for 
S/N 018’s replacement; 
keeping us Flying for 
Life for years to come.

Photo Aircraft Maintenance Engineer, Marcel Boers helps 
keep S/N 018 flying in Angola (credit: Marijn Goud)
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After only three months in-country, MAF Canada’s 
newest missionaries to Angola reflect on their time so 
far, and the need for aircraft as amazing ministry tools.
story by Jaelynn Stutzman

After a year and a half of my husband 
Andrew and I preparing to serve 

with MAF in Angola, we made it! 
Andrew is a mechanic and pilot, and 
I am a nurse. When we landed, the 
prospect of working in our respective 
fields again added to the exhilaration of 
our arrival.
 The air was warm and humid when 
we disembarked the plane and arrived 
on the tarmac at 5am. We transitioned 
onto buses, which took us to a hanger 
where staff were doing COVID tests. 
Blank stares were received in response 
to the confused jumble of words that 
came out of our mouths as we tried to 
speak Portuguese for the first time with  
strangers - solidifying to us just how 
much we have yet to learn and grow in 

our host country. By God’s grace, we 
made it through customs without too 
much difficulty. 
 Shortly after, we were loaded into 
a van that took us from the capital of 
Luanda to our new home in Lubango. 
It was a 15-hour drive, and our skillful 
driver, Ivan steered us around potholes 
and slower moving traffic. This is one 
of the most traveled highways in the 
country, but the need for an aircraft is 
already apparent. It’s a beautiful drive, 
dotted with ocean views and giant 
Baobab trees. It was a strange feeling; 
seeing our new country but also 
knowing it was just a surface view. 
 Since that first drive three months 
ago, we’ve been doing our best to find 
ways to get to know our new home, 

and the people that make up our 
community. It turns out that while 
getting to know people, there are some 
things you can expect no matter where 
you are. 
 Some things in life are universally 
funny! While attending the first Sunday 
service at our new church, the pastor 
asked the congregation, “who here 
has sinned?” The whole congregation 
quickly raised their hands. We, 
however, failed to understand the 
question and still had our hands down. 
The pastor indicated to us that we 
should raise our hands as well, but 
not before receiving a few laughs and 
funny looks from the congregation. We 
were thankful for the grace we received 
- everyone knew that Angola’s newest 



find ourselves eternally indebted and 
grateful to them all for their love and 
help.
 

Despite these binding moments, we 
have had many that reveal just how 
different our two worlds are. Most 
of Andrew’s passengers have never 
been in a car before, let alone on an 
airplane. The reactions to being in an 
airplane for the first time have ranged 
from pure amazement in seeing rivers 
and homeland from above, to fear 
and inability to look out the window. 
Perhaps the most surprising thing for 
Andrew has been that some passengers 
have never used a staircase before. 
Many passengers are from extremely 
remote areas without any two-story 
buildings. One can take for granted the 
amount of technique that’s involved in 
climbing a small set of stairs to get into 
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Getting to know the 
quirks and intricacies 
of flying MAF Angola’s 
Caravan has brought 
a great appreciation of 
its capabilities, and its 
usefulness as a ministry 
tool that Andrew is 
delighted to use!

missionaries did not quite understand.  
 Andrew has started to fly, and I 
have found my place helping to teach 
English lessons at the Bible School, 
ISTEL, and making house calls with 
a palliative care team providing 
community health services. Finding 
our places in ministry and exploring 
the community in which we now 
live has been a joy. People are very 
friendly and more than happy to 
speak slowly with us as we practice 
Portuguese. The ladies at the open-air 
market have no qualms correcting us 
when we pronounce numbers wrong, 
and take good care of us when we 
misunderstand. We’ve heard “Amiga, 
Amiga! O seu troco!” “Friend, friend! 
Your change!” called after us more than 
once, as we start to leave with our fresh 
produce after accidentally overpaying – 
again. 
 Adjusting to our new life has been 
made so much easier by having such 
a great group of expat and national 
teammates surrounding us! Some of 
them have been working with MAF 
for over 30 years to establish the 
work being done here today. To help 
establish us, they provided meals and 
encouragement when we arrived 
and have continued to help us find 
our place here while also providing 
friendship and companionship. They 
have guided us through the process of 
acquiring bank accounts, setting up our 
phones, helping us fill in paperwork, 
and guarding our home at night. We 

an airplane.
 Getting to know the quirks and 
intricacies of flying MAF Angola’s 
Caravan has brought a great 
appreciation of its capabilities, and 
its usefulness as a ministry tool that 
Andrew is delighted to use! He recently 
flew an Angolan pastor and his family 
home to Lubango after they had spent 
the five previous years living and 
serving in a remote village. This trip 
made Andrew look forward all the more 
to the day when the new Caravan will 
arrive!  
 Although Angola’s current Caravan 
can carry quite a bit of equipment and 
people, this family had to choose what 

belongings they wanted to bring home 
with them and what they would leave 
behind, as the aircraft did not have 
room for everyone and five years worth 
of possessions that make a house a 
home.  
 Although we’ve only just arrived, 
seeing the impact of each flight on 
people and communities only serves 
to excite us about the good work the 
new Caravan has the potential to do.  
We pray that it will increase the impact 
of each flight; carrying more medical 
professionals, more pastors, and being 
able to return people to their homes 
without having to worry about the 
things they’ll leave behind. l

Top Left A pastor and his 
family who were returned 
to their home (credit Brent 
Mudde)
Top Right Some new 
friends (credit Fernando 
Antonio)
Middle Right At the 
Tundavala Canyon
Bottom Left Flying with 
Operations Manager, 
Brent Mudde (credit Brent 
Mudde)
Bottom Right Fueling 
WOH (credit Brent Mudde)

Top and Above 
Andrew getting 
checked out on 
the Caravan with 
MAF Canada VP of 
Opertions, Lowell 
Deering (credit 
Marijn Goud)



fix their broken equipment. James’ eyes 
lit up at the prospect.
 “Before coming to South Sudan, 
I used to fix a lot of appliances. I 
did electronic repairs and radio 
installations. My favourite thing is 
fixing things! This is my happy place,” 
he smiles. 
 James continues to explain, “Both 
Phil and I are electricians by trade. We 
have people here with skills, and this is 
another way we can serve our partners.”

24/7 supply
The air we breathe is mostly made up 
of oxygen and nitrogen. The oxygen 
concentrator has a special filter that 
removes nitrogen from the air, so what 
passes through the mask which the 
patient wears is highly concentrated 
oxygen. It will continually produce it as 
long as there is a power supply, which 
thankfully the IDAT hospital has, thanks 

Opposite Page 
MAF South Sudan’s 
maintenance 
manager and former 
electrician, James 
Mollenhauer 
Top The Deed and 
Truth Hospital in Tonj, 
South Sudan
Right IDAT nurse 
Rebekah Soper

In a hospital ward in Tonj, South 
Sudan, two fragile little lives are 

hooked up to one oxygen concentrator 
in the inpatient ward. A nurse, Rebekah, 
walks past, and straightens the oxygen 
line. This piece of medical equipment 
extracts oxygen from the air so patients 
with breathing difficulties can receive 
concentrated oxygen. Across the 
developing world, in the absence of 
ventilators or a reliable supply of bottled 
oxygen, an oxygen concentrator is the 
next best thing.
 A few hundred miles away, in MAF’s 
compound in Juba, Maintenance 
Manager James tinkers with a 
broken compressor from an oxygen 
concentrator that has been gathering 
dust in the corner of the In Deed and 
Truth (IDAT) hospital. Phil Butler studies 
technical drawings from a website, and 
assists as they troubleshoot and test. 
The pair are surrounded by pieces in an 
office that is the opposite of the orderly 
hospital ward. In this environment, 
surrounded by old electronics, they 
too are saving lives by fixing medical 
equipment that mission partners can’t 
afford to replace.  

A casual conversation 
It started with a conversation between 
James and IDAT staff. Rebekah had 
asked if he knew of anyone who could 

to 96 solar panels installed on the roof 
in 2019. “We’re one of the only places 
in Tonj that has power 24/7,” explains 
Charge Nurse Rebekah Soper. 

Fragile lives 
“Kids die from pneumonia,” Rebekah 
says seriously. “It is one of the most 
common causes of death, particularly 
in infants. So for us to have oxygen 
is really critical. We also have a CPAP 
machine, a device that pushes air into 
the lungs to support their breathing if 
they are working really hard.” 

1 in 10 
At the opposite end of the ward, in 
another private room, another small 
baby is hooked up to an oxygen 
concentrator. The baby is the size 
of a new-born but is actually nine 
months old. “This is what severe acute 
malnutrition looks like when you have 
tuberculosis as well,” Rebekah says with 
tears in her eyes. 
 “This breaks my heart,” she says 
honestly. “Seeing kids like this, I find 
this the most difficult, I get upset 
talking about it,” she says, taking a 
minute to regain composure and 
offer the mother a warm reassuring 
smile. The soft-hearted compassion 
that makes her good at her job takes a 
personal toll.  

story and Photos by Jenny Davies

Breathing 
for babies
MAF South Sudan Maintenance 
Manager James Mollenhauer 
was asked to repair some vital 
equipment for the In Deed and 
Truth Hospital in Tonj. The four 
oxygen concentrators were flown 
to and from Tonj on MAF flights.

Maintaining a lifeline 
“Recently, someone made a simple 
error plugging one of our machines 
in 240 v instead of 110v supply. 
Without any technical support, life-
saving equipment like these oxygen 
concentrators can quickly become 
nothing more than expensive 
paperweights as the result of even 
minor faults,” Rebekah notes.  
 Thankfully, this error was quickly 
remedied by James! Less than a week 
after it was sent to Juba for repairs, 
the concentrator was loaded back on a 
MAF plane for the flight to Tonj, where 
it was received at the airstrip and taken 
straight to the hospital. 
 The oxygen concentrators are not 
the only freight that MAF brings for 
the hospital. All kinds of medicine and 
medical supplies, including nutritional 
supplements for malnourished 
children are loaded on MAF flights for 
our weekly shuttle flights. The IDAT 
medical missionary staff are frequent 
passengers on MAF shuttle flights, as 
they travel out for rest and breaks. “IDAT 
is a hard place to work- it’s the hardest 
work I’ve ever done, and I’ve worked in 
emergency departments and ICU’s in 
all sorts of places,” Rebekah finishes.  
 
Facts and figures 
South Sudan has some of the worst 

health outcome indicators globally. 
Maternal mortality ratio stands at 789 
per 100,000 live births, and almost 1 
in 10 children in South Sudan won’t 
survive until their 5th birthday.  
Communicable diseases remain a 
major public health problem and are 
the leading causes of deaths. Malaria, 
diarrhoea and pneumonia constitute 
about 77% of the total diagnoses for 
children under five.
 “We can help people with any medical 
or mission work they’re doing in the 
bush, and we want to do this for people 
who can’t get help any other way,” 
concludes, James. “We want to spend as 
much time as possible helping people 
in remote communities. It’s what MAF 
is here to do.” l

We want to spend as 
much time as possible 
helping people in remote 
communities. It’s what 
MAF is here to do.
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Praise Report:
A lifeline 
reopens
photo and report by Dave Forney

After a long runway closure 
during the COVID-19 
pandemic, and a subsequent 
runway rehabilitation, MAF 
Uganda were thrilled to make 
their first landing back in Amudat, 
Uganda. Many local villagers 
showed up to watch the aircraft 
land and welcome the pilots. 

Amudat is located in Eastern 
Uganda, close to the border with 
Kenya and MAF’s flights there serve 
local ministries and clinics by safely 
transporting staff to the area. 

MAF is so thankful to be able to 
offer our skills and equipment to 
serve those living remotely and in 
isolation. l 

Curious 
onlookers 
in Amudat, 
Uganda

Playing a Part in Delivering 
Vaccines in Timor Leste

Ping Domtta is a relief pilot, and 
acting Operations Manager, serving 

with MAF in Dili, Timor Leste. 
 This summer, Ping arrived at the 
airport in Dili to get the aircraft ready 
for his scheduled flight. He checked the 
tires and lights, and made sure there 
was enough fuel. As most flights in 
Timor Leste are medical evacuations, 
a scheduled flight was out of the 
ordinary. 
 Around 8 am, a team from Servico 
Autonomo de Medicamentos e 
Equipapmentos de Saude (SAMES), the 
National Medical Stores of Timor Leste 
under the Ministry of Health, arrived. 
They were on their way to Oecusse, 
an isolated region of Timor Leste, to 
deliver COVID vaccines. As the three 
passengers completed their pre-flight 
paperwork, 475 Astra Zeneca and 200 
Sinovac vaccines were loaded onto the 
MAF aircraft. Each box was weighed 
individually and placed strategically 
to ensure the centre of gravity of the 
aircraft was maintained. Soon, Ping 
and the team from SAMES were off, 
carrying with them the precious cargo 
of vaccines. 

Above Ping and the 
SAMES team 
Below Inspecting 
the integrity of the 
precious cargo 
(credit Ping Domtta)

Oecusse, also known as Oecusse 
Ambeno, is a coastal municipality 
and a Special Administrative Region 
that is cut off from the rest of Timor 
Leste. Surrounded by Indonesia (where 
international travel restrictions are in 
place due to COVID), access to Oecusse 
is limited to a 15-hour ferry from Dili 
or a 50-minute flight. The problem of 
transporting vaccines by boat is that the 
vaccines need to be stored at specific 
temperatures, and this would not have 
been possible on the ferry. On the 
MAF flight, the vaccines reached their 
destination in under an hour. 
 On landing in Oecusse, a team from 
the local hospital was waiting for the 
vaccines and a handing over ceremony 
had been organized. After attending, 
Ping and the three team members from 
SAMES boarded the aircraft again for 
the flight home. 
 “I was very happy to be a part of 
this flight. To play a role in bringing 
hope and healing to people in isolated 
communities is such a blessing! I 
know the vaccines will help protect the 
communities living in Oecusse,” says 
Ping. l

Story Lungpinglak Domtta and Neetha David
photos Ping Domtta

Want to take this issue with you? Scan 
this code with your smart phone to 
download a digital copy of Flying for Life.
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MAF pilots in Papua New Guinea have transported 
Bibles, and provided access to them in remote 
mission stations and communities since the birth 
of MAF PNG in 1951.

It’s one of the reasons we’re committed to 
reopening airstrips like the one at Yalum.

Continuing that legacy, this past summer pilot Mathias 
Glass flew building material for Sibilanga Junior 

High school, located in the northern Sepik part of Papua 
New Guinea. Also on board was a little toolbox, known 
as the Bible box, so Bibles could be sold to the people of 
Sibilanga. They are often sold at less than half price, for 
“location-appropriate prices”. The price varies from area 
to area, depending on corresponding poverty levels. In 
this culture, it is unwise to give the Bibles away for free, as 
value is only ascribed to what is paid for.

A Bible box normally contains: 

- Tok Pisin Bibles
- English Bibles
- Audio Bibles
- Dictionaries
- Concordances
- Bible handbooks

The Indigenous population of PNG is one of the most 
diverse in the world. There are more than 1,000 different 
ethnic groups who speak approximately 830 languages. 
The rugged mountains, vast swamps, thick rainforest, 
dispersed population, and few transport options result 
in a high demand for aviation services, and in many of 
these areas, MAF is the only air service provider. Safe, 
reliable aviation services are essential if the geographic 
boundaries and barriers to sharing the Gospel in PNG are 
to be overcome. l

Story and Photos Mandy Glass

A Bible box normally 
contains: 

- Tok Pisin Bibles
- English Bibles
- Audio Bibles
- Dictionaries
- Concordances
- Bible handbooks

Top A joyous 
occasion
Above Traditional 
ceremonial dress 
and instruments
Left MAF pilot 
Richie Axon 
with community 
leaders

a month before, but the pilots needed to 
confirm the length and that the runway 
was free from obstacles by carrying out 
a low pass fly over to evaluate.

God’s servants
When MAF landed this test flight the 
community was waiting with a large 
singing group. 
 ”We were greeted with handshakes 
and smiles by some of the community 
and church leaders. It was obvious that 
a lot of work had gone into preparing 
and the community leaders kept saying 
how much they appreciated the airstrip 
being reopened”, says pilot Richie Axon.
 With the challenging, short airstrip 
which limits the amount of people and 
cargo that can be flown in and out, the 
village was encouraged to work with 
RAA to try to extend the airstrip which 
could then open up more possibilities. 
 Richie greeted the people with a short 
speech.
 “It’s a privilege to reopen the airstrip. 
We appreciate the effort you have put 
in to improve the airstrip to a level that 
we can operate again. But don’t look 
at MAF as your lifeline, please see us 
as God’s servants to you. I hope our 
coming here will remind you that you 
are not forgotten.” l

Bringing People 
Together by 
Opening Lifelines

Overcoming differences isn’t easy, 
but neither is living in isolation. 
That’s why one community came 
together after 20 years to re-open 
an airstrip.

Story Annelie Edsmyr
photos Paul Woodington

Singing people, dancing in their most 
festive clothing, and expressing 

their joy was the scene that welcomed 
pilots Paul Woodington and Richie 
Axon as they brought the first aircraft 
into Yalum after 22 years of isolation. 
Yalum is located in the Enga Province 
and has around 12,000 people living 
in the surrounding area. Without flight 
access, it takes a full day of driving from 
Goroka to reach the closest town, and 
then a further 7-8 hours of walking to 
reach the Yalum airstrip. 

Changing history
The airstrip was closed due to ongoing 
civil unrest 20 years ago, when a group 
of armed men attempted to storm the 
aircraft to attack a passenger that they 
felt was their enemy. But the need 
and longing for an open door through 
aviation caused the people to come 
together in peace talks, and step in 
to clear the runway so that MAF once 
again can serve the community. They 
worked together to clear the airstrip of 
grass, trees and to put up a fence. 
 It was a sunny morning as the pilots 
prepared the test landing in Yalum. The 
airstrip with its 450 meters and 2.4 % 
slope is a huge challenge, which limits 
the load of the aircraft and demands 
certain safety measures. The RAA (Rural 
Airstrip Authority) carried out a survey 

The PNG Bible box



Christmas is a fantastic time to help us share God’s love through aviation 
and technology to reach the most remote people and places in the world.

Look for your MAF Christmas gift catalogue enclosed in this issue of 
Flying for Life. If you prefer, you can choose your gifts online by visiting 
mafc.org/giftcatalogue.

Through your purchase of these MAF gifts, you’ll not only be helping 
missions and local church workers, aid and development agencies, or 
teachers and health workers reach and minister to those in need, you’ll 
be helping to deliver tangible and spiritual care in practical ways.

This Christmas, give a gift 
that lasts

Join MAF’s Advent Adventure
It’s nearly that time of year again. 

We’re inviting you to come on a journey around the MAF 
world with our trio of friends; Mike, Alpha, and Foxtrot, to 
discover fascinating facts and great stories along the way.

You and your family can enjoy opening a window each day to find 
out who or what Mike is transporting in his trusty MAF plane.

Go to mafc.org/advent today, to register for the MAF Advent Adventure, and we’ll 
remind you on day 1 to begin your journey.

Find out how MAF helps the people in each country, watch inspiring videos, download 
Christmas activity sheets, read a daily kindness challenge for the whole family and of 
course, enter the grand competition for your chance to win a VR headset! 

Don’t miss out. Visit mafc.org/advent to register today!


